
High Bridge Youth Soccer 
Field Maintenance 

 
Listed below is all the information needed to create and maintain the soccer fields each 
season. 
 
Set-Up 
 
The set up documents are attached.  Set-up begins with locating the corner pins for the 
Junior, Senior and Intermediate fields.  They are metal lag bolts and large washers buried 
in the field.  There are no markers for the pee-wee fields. 
 
Once the pins are located, draw strings tightly from corner to corner and spray paint 
accordingly.  Follow the dimensions on the accompanying schematics. 
 
Total set up time for one person is a complete 8-hour day.  Having at least one other 
person involved dramatically reduces the time.  Three people would be best. 
 
Weekly Maintenance 
 
Lines MUST be repainted every week.  Friday morning is the optimum time to do this, 
weather permitting, since the games are the next day and practices usually take up the 
fields in the evenings, making it difficult to spray. 
 
The fields require 2 cases of white paint each week, and 2 cans of yellow paint for the 
spectator lines.  There will be more white paint needed if the fields ever revert back to the 
11 v 11 (larger) format. 
 
There is a HBYS logo template in the trailer.  This should be used sparingly, however 
(maybe the 1st week and final week) since the logo uses 2 full cans of paint. 
 
The field maintenance coordinator should arrange for 3 people total to paint the lines 
each week.  With 3 people, the job is completed in roughly 30-40 minutes. 
 
End of Season 
 
At the close of the soccer season, the field maintenance coordinator should re-paint all 
markings (trees, posts, etc.) with orange paint so they’re ready for next season.  This 
should be done IMMEDIATELY after the final game so the fields are still painted 
(making it easier to find the markers). 


























